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State-
sponsored 

actors

Cyber threat landscape
-what we are looking for- Cybercrime

Hacktivism 
&

Cyber-terrorism
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State-sponsored 
actors

sensitive data 

spear-phishing 
emails

Target: strategic entities 
such as public institutions 

that own data of interest for 
a foreign government
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How state actors exploited the 
pandemic

APTs conducted spear 
phishing campaigns to 
compromise targeted 
infrastructures

Exfiiltrate sensitive 
information that can be used 
by hostile states for their 
own strategic interests

Targets are carefully 
selected (mostly public 
institututions involved in 
handling the COVID-19 
crisis)



Cybercrime

Ransomware 
Double extortion

Infostealers

Social engineering 
campaigns
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6How cybercrime exploited the 
pandemic
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Android Banker 
Trojan

Uses Romanian 
language

Gets acces to 
mobile banking 
apps

Exfiltrates data 
from emails and 
instant messaging 
apps

Logs keyboard 
inputs

Initiates / redirects 
calls

Steals data from 
Android devices

Targeted clients of 
banks / financial 
corporations from 
Canada, Greece, 
Romania, USA

Uses spear phishing 
emails, with 
malicious 
attachments

Steals credentials 
used for mobile 
banking and email 
apps

Windows OS 
Banking trojan

Spreads via phishing 
emails with 
malicious 
attachments or links

Steals credentials 
used for banking 
operations 
performed by clients



Hacktivism & Cyber-
terrorism

Defaceme
nt

Distributed 
Denial of 

Service (DDoS)

SQL Injection
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”Work from Home” vs. Cyber 
attacks

Increased exposure to cyber attacks, as many 
public entities and private companies adopted 
the ”Work from home” model

Lack of cyber hygiene, as employees working 
remotely are rarely trained to protect 
themselves while working online

Lack of cyber security measures, as many 
employers allowed employees to use their 
personal devices for job assignments

 

Many attackers exploited these vulnerabilities 
by adapting their methods to the new context.
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Cyber safe(er) during and after the 
pandemic

Connect through VPN

Use appropriate cyber security 
policies

Limit user access based on job requirements and 
tasks

Give employees dedicated equipment/devices to work 
from home

Perform audist of activities carried out remotely in the 
network

Use safe online platforms and avoid obscure 
ones
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Cyber security levels inside 
organizations

Implement complex and up-to-date 
security policies

IT Admins level

Cooperate with other public / private entities 
specialized in cyber security

Institutional level

Train and test employees in order 
to prevent cyber security 

incidents

Employees level 



Thank you!
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